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ABSTRACT
One of the main challenges of introducing Augmented

Reality technology into industrial applications is fast, reliable,
low-cost authoring of animated AR content of product data
created in 3D CAD systems. In this paper we present a product
data information pipeline from industry used commercial CAD
systems to a marker-based augmented reality system. The
pipeline utilizes ISO 10303 (STEP) data protocol, DFA-Tool
(Design For Assembly), and VTT’s proprietary content
creation and augmenting software. The pipeline is verified
with a real industrial application.

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents an augmented reality (AR) system

architecture for assisting assembly work by visual information
superimposed on the physical assembly parts. Such AR
methods are particularly well suited for complex, short
manufacturing series or in a customized production factory
environment. Each individual product may have a slightly
different configuration: the order of assembling parts may vary
for different products and/or the number of phases in the
assembly line may be large. The traditional approach is to use
assembly drawings (blueprints) and possibly instruction
manuals to describe the content of each work task. As the
production series become even smaller, the need for guiding
the worker with all available tools becomes increasingly
important. The AR system can also reduce assembly times,
accelerate  learning  of  the  assembly  tasks  and  provide  more
quality assurance to the factory floor.

The emphasis in this paper is in content authoring for AR.
Our ultimate goal is to automate the augmented assembly
content creation pipeline, starting from sales/ordering systems
up to product specific assembly instructions displayed on

mobile hardware to the workers at the production line. The
focus in this paper is on integrating 3D CAD systems to design
for assembly (DFA) software tools and further to develop a
content creation process for AR based assembly instructions.
Overall our solution demonstrates the natural links between
each component for streamlined data transfer and AR content
authoring system.

The organization of this paper is as follows. First we
present a brief overview of related work on AR assisted
assembly research. The next section gives an overview of our
data pipeline methodology. The main body of the article then
discusses the different components in the data pipeline: from
product modeling to simplifying the geometry, design and
analysis of assemblability, animated content creation, and
finally AR visualization. The last section presents conclusions
of the work so far.

2. RELATED WORK
Assembly work has been recognized as one of the most

promising application fields of industrial AR ever since the
work by Boeing [1], providing augmented assistance to
installation of cable harnesses. Various other augmented
assembly systems have been presented since then, e.g. head
mounted display based systems [2], [3]. A hand held PC based
system for industrial augmented assembly applications is
implemented by project ULTRA [4]. Related systems which
could also be utilized for assembly tasks include e.g. the PDA
based system [5] providing augmented operation instructions
for home appliances, and BMW’s augmented car maintenance
system based on markerless tracking [6].

Existing implementations typically concentrate on
augmenting software, algorithms and devices, while the
problem of content creation (authoring) for industrial AR
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applications has not been as widely addressed. Visual and
marker based interaction based AR authoring tools e.g. [7],
[8], [9] are better suitable for artistic and entertainment
applications than precision demanding industrial use. Also
these systems typically assume the models to be provided
directly in some convenient data visualization format e.g.
VRML. There exist also more industry oriented authoring
systems e.g. related to projects AR-PDA [10], MARIO [11],
and AMIRE [12], but even they do not address the complete
content creation pipeline from design to visualization as in
such a production driven way as proposed in this paper.

3. METHODOLOGY
Figure 1 below shows the proposed methodology how the

AR instructions are created from the product’s 3D model. First
the CAD model is exported to standard STEP (ISO 10303
1994) format file, that includes the product structure and 3D
model of the product. Usually 3D models are too complex to be
utilized efficiently so model is meshed by triangles with an
appropriate coarseness level.

Figure 1. Overview of the method. CAD system used in
“Design product “ phase: CATIA  V5 by Dassault
Systemes, in “Tune up geometry” phase is used ST-
Viewer by STEP Tools Inc and AugAsseGeom, a in-house
software. In “Assembly planning phase & analysis” phase
DFA-Tool by Deltaron is used to add both assembly tools
& guides and assembly structure. In “Create content”
phase augmented assembly instructions are created
using a in- house software AugAsseAnim, and in the end
visualized by in-house software AugAsseVis. Both these
utilize OpenSceneGraph, a graphics toolkit.

Because of the designer’s preferences, company specific
part libraries and features of typical CAD systems the
generated product structure (here we mean by product structure
a list of parts and their hierarchy) usually does not conform to

the real parts to be assembled in assembly line. Therefore, the
assembly structure has to be re-created from product structure.
Also, the order of parts to be assembled, assembly tools and
guides  have  to  be  specified.  The  assembly  structure  and
geometric model are taken into content creation phase. In
content creation phase assembly direction animations for parts
are defined. Finally, the animated assembly instructions are
played in a real environment.

3.1 Simplifying geometry
The STEP model from the commercial CAD system is first

triangulated and product structure is extracted. Triangulation
level can be optimized to make models lighter (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Triangular mesh complexity is reduced, how
ever, preserving the original shape.

The 3D model is split to 3D part models that refer to the
product structure. 3D part models and product structure is
written to a XML schema that has three main elements:

product structure,
part (triangular boundary representation) and
property set

3.2 From design structure to assembly structure
The assembly structure is created by organizing the parts

into the right assembly order and adding all the needed tools,
operations and guides, Figure 3. Separate subassemblies can be
defined in order to illustrate cases in which subassembly is
done e.g. in different assembly stations.

Besides creating the right assembly structure and adding
assembly instructions, the main purpose of DFA-Tool is to
analyze the created assembly. DFA-Tool is using principles of
Boothroyd’s DFA methods [14]. The basic idea is to simplify
the assembly and product structure. The DFA Tool calculates
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the DFA Index, a numerical value of how good the assembly
process is.

After all the needed information is added and the optimal
assembly order is chosen the data is exported to the
AugAsseAnim tool.

Production parameters

and assemblability
 fig
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Assembly structure

Production parameters

and assemblability
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Assembly structure

Figure 3. User interface of DFA-Tool.

3.3. Content creation
The AugAsseAnim program is used to create animations of

the parts for the assembly work. As input data the program
uses XML files: the triangulated 3D part models, the assembly
instructions from the DFA Tool (including the text instructions
for each assembly phase) and optional triangulated 3D
assembly tool models. This program produces the XML file,
which acts as input for the next program, AugAsseVis, which
presents the created animations.

Figure 4 presents the main view of the AugAsseAnim
software. Animations are defined using a dialog box including
positions, rotations, and scales for each time step.  The tools
(i.e. wrench) are animated in similar way.

Figure 4. On the left-hand side is the assembly structure
consisting of the list of consecutive assembly phases and
corresponding text instructions. The 3D part models with
defined animations are shown interactively on the right-
hand side of the main window.

When the animations have been defined for each assembly
phase, the whole assembly process can be simulated. The user
can move to any assembly phase using a slider control (and see
the animation defined for that phase), or simulate the whole
assembly process. In the latter case the program advances from
one assembly phase to the next automatically, and the
animations of each phase are played. Thus the user can see the
whole animated assembly work. After the animations have
been defined for all phases, the animations are saved and later
the animations can be edited further. Besides, the animations
are also saved for the AugAsseVis software.

3.4. Augmentation
The AugAsseVis program is used to play animations that

demonstrate the assembly of a device. As input data the
program uses files which are generated by the AugAsseAnim.
The 3D model of each assembly part is in a separate file and
another XML file contains the assembly order, animation
definitions, assembly instructions and references to the part
files.

A standard USB webcam with multiple marker based
camera tracking is used for extending the tracking volume
outside one marker. The multiple marker tracking system is
based on the Kalman filter, such that the marker configuration
is updated on-line allowing the user to alter the relations
between the markers during the operation. On the other hand,
the marker configuration can also be set fixed, allowing better
tracking  results  in  some  cases.  The  optical  tracker  assumes  a
calibrated camera, and a separate tool is used for obtaining the
camera internal parameterization.

One marker is  selected as the base marker which fixes the
scale and the world coordinate frame origin. The
transformation between the world origin and the model origin
(including translation, rotation and scale) can be acquired from
a special marker, or it can be set numerically using an
auxiliary dialog. The purpose of this dialog (“offset tool”) is to
enable the user to adjust the registration error between the
virtual models and the real world as small as possible.

There are a number of visualization options: one selects
whether the previous parts are shown or not, another is to
render the current part in wireframe, see Figure 5. It is also
possible to select whether previous phases (i.e. already
installed parts) are rendered or not; not rendering them
prevents the virtual parts from obscuring the physical ones.
The bounding box of the current part can be shown to the user
to highlight its position in a complex assembly. The user can
also select whether the current parts are animated or not.
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Figure 5. The main window is divided into two panels:
right-hand panel shows the video feed upon which the
virtual objects are overlaid, the left-hand panel is for the
text information. The user can move between the
sequential assembly phases by clicking the arrows shown
over the view or by keyboard.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
AR systems may reduce assembly times, accelerate learning

of the assembly tasks and provide more quality assurance on
the factory floor.  The focus of the present project was to
integrate 3D CAD systems with Design for Assembly software
tools and to develop a content creation process for augmented
reality based assembly instructions.

In this on-going project we have developed a methodology
for  how  to  apply  product  data  created  in  commercial  CAD
systems in AR applications. The data pipeline exploits the
STEP data protocol available in practically in all CAD
systems.  The  data  pipeline  is  tested  in  a  real  industry  case,
assembly of a tractor accessory’s power unit at the Finnish
tractor factory Valtra Plc (Figures 3-4). The system will be
implemented at the factory floor in near future. Future research
should explore whether the described augmentation process for
assembly instructions improves the assembly planning and
whether the process may reveal errors in assembly process
earlier in the product design process, when design changes are
easier and less expensive to make.
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